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The most common questions about diaper fabric revolve around underwear. How can I get them prepared for use? What is a good washing procedure? Should I pre-wash? Rinse? Hot or warm? Is the line dry? Well, our customer service guru, Jessica, has addressed many of the basics of laundry diapers in recent
#ThirstiesLive discussion and we are thrilled to be able to share our theme with you here today. For more tips and diaper clothing themes, be sure to check out with the Thirsties team every Friday at 1pm MST on Facebook and 1:45pm MST on Instagram for #ThirstiesLive. You can also find this information and more in
our section of the Customer Support Center of our website. (The area of the retractable fall will allow you to find your specific concern.) First, though. Prepping diapers Before using fabric diapers, it is important to wash them properly. This ensures that any natural oils are removed from the product and your diapers are
absorbent enough to keep the baby dry. However, synthetic diaper materials and products (often including covers) need only one warm wash with detergent. However, diapers and inserts that contain hemp and/or organic cotton will require at least three warm washes with detergent. Drying the air between the prep
washes down the fabric and helps achieve absorption. Your basic washing routine before laundry day, there are steps you can take to make laundering diapers easier and to help your diapers have a longer lifespan. Be sure to remove all solid waste before placing diapers in a wet bag or dry bucket. Also, cover the hook
with your diapers and loop laundry tabs. When dealing with night diapers, you can spray them (whether contaminated with solid or just liquid). Thirsties recommends washing through the day, but just make sure not to go more than three days before washing. For the top boot of the machine, the maximum load size will be



18 to 24 diapers. For the front load of HE machines, launder 12 to 15 diapers the maximum load size at a time. The Main Event Fabric Diaper Laundry doesn't have to be complicated. If you just remember it's a 3-step process: 1. prewash 2. Hot wash 3. extra rinse. Prewash Start by prewashing your load on heat with a
small amount of detergent, if desired. Depending on your machine, it can be a pre-washing cycle or a quick wash cycle. The Real Diaper Association recommends a warm pre-wash to help in waste disposal and cold pre-washing means in the spot lifting, so choose depending on your needs. Hot wash Next, run the load
on in hot water with detergent. When choosing a detergent, consider the temperature (which should not exceed 130 degrees). Also avoid white or disinfect cycles because they are diaper components. Campaigning is another important factor. Use enough water so that diapers have room to move. Don't use too much
water though, so diapers aren't able to agitate together. Looking at him, he he be more of a stew than a broth. Extra Warm Rinse This one is pretty self-evident. Just make the final rinse warm! Easy as this. Dry The best choice for the long life of your diapers is drying the air. If you are hoping to make your diapers last for
a few children or just want to treat them best, consider using a rack or hanging system to dry the diapers. When using a dryer, anything with TPU or gum should be dried at a low level. Prepholds, inserts, aios, etc. can be dried on medium. It may surprise you to know that a monthly 15-minute hot dryer cycle is good for
laminating diapers. Oh, and consider adding wool dryer balls or a clean dry towel for all dryer cycles. We hope these suggestions will help you master your own laundry diaper fabric. Again, these are just the basics and there are sometimes exceptions, but this should provide a good starting procedure. For all of you new
cloth diaper mommas out there, we would like to give a summary of the basics of diaper fabric. We are happy to help you with your cloth diaper journey! First you want to prepare your diapers for use. Wash all microfibre diapers/covers together at least once before use using a cloth diaper safe detergent. (Make sure to
use laundry tabs to fasten the Aplix Velcro fasteners.) Wash hemp, cotton and bamboo diapers/inserts separately from other items for the first 3-8 washes. (Thirsties hemp products can be used after 3 wash/dry cycles, and will reach maximum absorption after 8 wash/dry cycles.) Energy Saving Tip: Wash natural
diapers/inserts with white linen for the initial wash cycles, taking care of the use of a safe detergent diaper fabric. For wool cases, please follow the manufacturer's instructions on washing. Here are instructions on how to use different types of fabric diapers and their accessories: AIO (All-in-One) diaper: Just slide the
diaper under the baby, and fasten. Your AIO diaper doesn't need a lid because it includes a waterproof layer. If your AIO diaper has a pocket hole inside, it has the ability to train the insert or understudy in your pocket for greater absorption. Pocket diaper : Pocket diaper will have a separate shell and absorbent insert.
The shell is similar to the lid with the lining sewn into it, which is open at one or two ends. You'll take inserts and stuff in your pocket. When using Thirsties Duo diaper insert, you will put the terry sides up, and a piece of hemp at the bottom. Once the insert is in place, slide the diaper under the baby and fasten. You'll
have to pull Of the contaminated diaper before washing, take in some diapers like Thirsties Duo diapers. Our pocket is designed so that your insert goes into the washer, leaving you with clean hands! You may find it easier things inserted into diapers after washing and drying, so your diaper is ready to use. Use. No lid is
required as waterproofing is sewn into the diaper. Fitted Diaper/Diaper Cover: Your fitted diaper is absorption, and the diaper cover is a waterproofing layer. Diaper covers can also be called wraps. Just take a fitted diaper, slide under the baby and zip. Repeat with the lid, making sure that the growth snaps are adjusted to
the proper level for your baby. To add absorption, please see our note on the insert below. Prefold diaper/duo Wrap: Your prefold diaper is absorption, and Duo Wrap is a waterproofing layer. Duo Wraps are diaper covers with adjustable lift. Prefold diapers can be three times, or folded and fastened when using a Duo
Wrap cover. You can use diaper pins or Snappi mounts when attaching. The triple prefold looks like the photo above. This type of fold is also called newspaper times. The three-fold prefold is laid in The Duo Wrap. Please don't put a prefold under the front flap on Duo Wrap. This flap is to keep moisture away from
stitching and snap holes on the front of the lid. To find different methods to fold the prepfold, please visit: . To add absorption, please see our note on the insert below. Prefold Diaper/Diaper cover: Instructions for this combination are the same as those for Prefold/Duo Wrap, with one exception. Thirsties Diaper Cover is
the size of a cover, meaning it comes in sizes extra small, small, medium and large. When using Thirsties Diaper Cover, you will always need to fasten the prefold. This is due to the fact that the diaper cover is more generous in size than the Duo Wrap, and will not hold three times prefold in place. If the diaper is not held
close to the skin, the diaper will sag and will most likely cause leakage and ligament issues. To add absorption, please see our note on the insert below. Stay-Dry Duo Insert/Duo Wrap: Thirsties Stay-Dry Duo Insert can only be used in Duo Wrap or other equipment. This is due to the fact that the Stay-Dry Duo Insert is
not attached to the baby in any wa y, and will pile and/or leak if not close enough to the baby's skin. Make sure the wrap is adjustable in height depending on the size of the baby, and lay the flice side insert up in the wrapper. Slide to wrap under the baby, and fasten the wrapper. Thirsties fit tip: Make sure the diaper
and/or cover is snug but not tight. There should be no visible gaps in the legs or waist. If there are gaps on your legs but no waistline, you may need to pull out the diaper a bit on the front and back waist. Inserts: To add absorption to the diaper, you can add a insert or understudy in your pocket, tunnel, or between the
diaper and the lid. Cannabis Inserts Doublers Welcome any questions you may have! You can contact us by email support@thirstiesbaby.com, via chat www.thirstiesbaby.com, or by phone by phone We also have a lot of frequently asked questions on our website that can help during your diaper tissue experience.
Happy Fabric Diapering! Written by Sonia Choron 12/1/11 Blog author Sonia Horon With the right wash routine and detergent, your Thirsties products will last through one child, and often times for the next. Below are some ways to help keep lamination and other ingredients on diapers and lids: Follow the instructions of
care and use manufacturers. Recommended warm pre-washing, followed by hot washing, warm rinse and another warm rinse. If you have a he machine, don't use a disinfection cycle for anything with elastic, laminate, or hook and loop fastening. For detailed care instructions, please use a cloth diaper safe detergent
without harmful additives. Ingredients for detergents to avoid include pure soap, chemical softeners, artificial lighters, fragrances, dyes, borax, and bleach. Do not use supplements with detergent unless otherwise recommended by Thirsties. Supplements can be rigid or compensate for the balance of PH washing water.
Hang to dry or dry low in the dryer. High heat will speed up the life of any diaper product. A 15-minute cycle in a dryer on a high once a month is useful for lamination, but no more! The heat is particularly tough on the hook and loop fasteners and gums. Note: All guarantees are valid if harsh detergents, supplements or
incorrect procedures have been used to wash or dry thirsties diapers. Wipe the laminate on the lids down between uses, and rinse any soil off as soon as possible. This will keep smells and stains at bay. What if laminate has a bad smell? We recommend checking our washing instructions to make sure the recommended
instructions are followed. Use the recommended detergent. Don't bleach diapers with laminate. You can use a liquid fabric softener to help remove odors from the lid, but we recommend using a sink or bucket to do so. You would then wash the lids with detergent and add extra rinse to the warm (separate from other
diaper products). Do this only as needed. Do not use a fabric softener on other diaper products. What if lamination on my diaper product is defective? Rest assured, lamination defects are very, very rare! But if you happen to be one of the few unfortunates who face a plant flaw have no fear! Your Thirsties product is
covered by a 365-day warranty period. Just contact us at We hope you enjoy using Thirsties diaper products for a long time to come (or until baby pot training).  please send any questions to support@thirstiesbaby.com. Sonia Sonia by blog contributor Sonia Choron Horon
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